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MBDA Presents STRATUS, Flexible Missile Effects for the Future Battlespace

MBDA is unveiling CVW101 STRATUS, its latest Concept Visions project, at the Farnborough
International Airshow 2014. STRATUS provides a transformational, innovative approach to
Command & Control and Mission Control of Missile Systems across domains (land, air and
naval) and platforms, maximising the use of the weapon resources available in the battlespace
in order to optimise the delivery and timeliness of effects.
“Our approach to the future battlespace places the warfighter at the centre of the deployed
weapon system resources with the ability to transparently use the best resources available
through clear, simple presentation of information for decision making”, explains Sandro
Petrizzelli, Head of MBDA’s Concept Visions 2014 international team. “Our aim was to deliver
the concept of a distributed architecture which would optimise the operational efficiency of
deployed missile systems. We are making all resources, sensors and effectors deployed in the
theatre available to form part of the warfighter’s local weapon system, with direct and easy
access.
This is why we say STRATUS creates a theatre-wide virtual weapon system, delivering
tremendous efficiencies in terms of robustness, fire power, combination of effects, and reaction
time.
To engage emerging types of threats, armed forces will not only need to have the kind of
weapon systems we have showcased over the four previous years of Concept Visions, but they
will also need to have access to many, varied weapon system assets at very short notice. For
instance, immediate fire support may be needed from across the entire deployed set of weapon
assets and not only from a locally deployed unit.
In twenty years from now,we expect that our Armed Forces will face a more complex, dynamic
and uncertain battlespace. Connectivity will continue to improve not only for allies but also for
their adversaries, allowing aggressors to better combine air, land and naval attacks with the aim
of creating surprise effects and saturating defences.”
To deliver this, STRATUS brings together many key techniques: sharing weapon system
resources, distributed coordination and use of a common, core interface for the command and
control of all deployed and available weapon systems. The benefit lies in the enhancement of
the collaboration between deployed weapon systems, providing higher levels of efficiency,
flexibility and robustness at battlefield level. For a given level of capability, fewer assets will be
needed, as they are shared in a more effective way across the battlefield.
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Resources Sharing, C2 auto-coordination
At the heart of STRATUS is a principle of limitless sharing of weapon resources. Each deployed
resource (launchers, control nodes and sensors) is no longer dedicated to a single weapon
system, but becomes accessible, through in-built “plug and fight” functionality, to any equipped
control node or dismounted infantry throughout the shared resource pool, leading to flexible,
robust and efficient deployments.
This is combined with distributed architecture, where command and control nodes are able to
auto-coordinate themselves. Taking advantage of their deep knowledge of available sensors and
effectors, these nodes are able to propose to the user the most effective combination of
available weapon resources for a given mission or task, allowing STRATUS to maximise effect
capabilities in any situation.
Unified User Interface & Decision Support
By creating shared pools of weapon resources, users can have access to a wider variety of
effects to exploit. While more options could bring more complexity, STRATUS cuts through to
the critical information that a user needs, with task support and advanced decision aids delivered
through a common core interface across weapon systems and personnel in the field.
When an effect is asked for, appropriate solutions are generated by STRATUS throughout the
pool and returned to the user, reducing the amount of repetitive workload on the users while
ensuring precise and rapid responses. Options are presented to the user with critical information
to make a quick decision, with detail never more than a short step away through a layered user
interface architecture.
MBDA Future Systems Director, Mark Slater says: “Following five years of Concept Visions and
a continuing strategy to deliver increased modularity to our missile system solutions, we are able
through STRATUS to deliver greater efficiency, effectiveness and a significant reduction in the
need for dedicated training for the different missile systems deployed in the future battlespace.”

Note to Editors:
STRATUS is the outcome of our fifth consecutive year of developing Concept Visions,
highlighting MBDA’s value as a company promoting innovation and inspiration to our complex
weapons customers for 2035 and beyond.
With STRATUS, the entirety of MBDA across Europe was presented with the challenge to
suggest concepts, approaches and technologies that could efficiently bring effects on demand
for the future battlespace. All submissions were synthesised to provide context and boundaries
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for Concept Visions this year. The most impressive proposals became core components of
workshops, leveraging not only the technical expertise inside the company but also engaging
with a number of MBDA’s armed forces customers to develop our final concept.
With a significant presence in five European countries and within the USA, in 2013 MBDA
achieved a turnover of 2.8 billion euros with an order book of 10.8 billion euros. With more than
90 armed forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile
systems.
MBDA is the only group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile systems that
correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the three armed forces
(land, sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile systems and countermeasures
products already in operational service and more than 15 others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly held by AIRBUS Group (37.5%), BAE SYSTEMS (37.5%), and FINMECCANICA
(25%).
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